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Abstract
Organisms that live in groups, from microbial symbionts to social insects and schooling fish,
exhibit a number of highly efficient cooperative behaviours, often based on role taking and speciali-
sation. These behaviours are relevant not only for the biologist but also for the engineer interested
in decentralized collective robotics. We address these phenomena by carrying out experiments with
groups of two simulated robots controlled by neural networks whose connection weights are evolved
by using genetic algorithms. These algorithms and controllers are well suited to autonomously find
solutions to decentralized collective robotic tasks based on principles of self-organization. The paper
first presents a taxonomy of role taking and specialisation mechanisms related to evolved neural-
network controllers. Then it introduces two cooperation tasks which can be accomplished by either
role taking or specialisation and uses these tasks to compare four different genetic algorithms to eval-
uate their capacity to evolve a suitable behavioural strategy which depends on the task demands.
Interestingly, only one of the four algorithms, which appears to have more biological plausibility, is
capable of evolving role taking or specialisation when they are needed. The results are relevant for
both collective robotics and biology as they can provide useful hints on the different processes that
can lead to the emergence of specialisation in robots and organisms.
2
1 Introduction
Coooperative behaviours are an important topic of autonomous robotics which has received an increasing
attention in the last two decades ([80, 43, 16, 41, 36, 7, 23, 51]; see [21, 26, 75] for some reviews and
taxonomies of multi-robot systems and the tasks that can be tackled with them). This research concerns
multi-robot systems that tackle tasks that cannot be solved by single robots [47, 89, 38, 73, 34, 11], or
can be solved more efficiently by multiple robots [36, 71] and it is often inspired by, or tries to capture,
the mechanisms underlying the highly efficient behaviours of social insects [43, 16, 42, 44, 2] and other
animals acting in groups [66, 18, 81, 70]. The coordination of these organisms is based on interesting
principles of self-organisation [20, 27] which, if understood in depth and formalised [10, 13, 76], can
often be translated into useful coordination principles [66, 43, 19] and robust collective robot controllers
[36, 8, 24, 12].
This work focuses on multi-robot systems with distributed controllers [41, 36, 88], that is, on robot
groups which do not rely upon “leader robots” [80, 6] or centralized control mechanisms [89, 22, 71, 15].
Rather, they base coordination on peer-to-peer interactions and self-organizing principles. Multi-robot
systems with distributed control are of particular interest for autonomous robotics because, compared
to systems with centralized control, they are usually more robust with respect to failure of single robots,
require less or no explicit communication [16, 19, 36, 64, 9], and allow the use of robots with simpler
sensors and actuators [17, 29, 24].
The controllers presented here are evolved through genetic algorithms [56, 81, 64, 24, 70, 74]. As
suggested by the framework of Evolutionary Robotics [55], multi-robot systems can greatly benefit from
being automatically designed with evolutionary algorithms as it is sometimes very difficult to directly
design their controllers due to the indirect and complex causal chains that link the behaviour of the single
robots to the behaviour of the whole group, which is the ultimate target of the design (see [14] for a
comparison and exploitation of synergies between evolutionary techniques and direct-design approaches).
In this regard, evolutionary techniques have the potential of developing controllers that exploit the self-
organizing properties of multi-robot systems as they generate variants of controllers on the basis of
random mutations and select a posteriori the best of such variants based on the quality of the behaviour
exhibited by the robots in their interaction with the environment [54].
The robotic controllers used in this work are neural networks. The rationale of this choice is that,
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when one uses evolutionary techniques, these type of controllers have a high degree of evolvability [55].
Indeed, controllers based on evolved neural networks have been used with success in a number of works
on collective robotics [50, 64, 74, 12] and this approach is now recognized as an important solution beside
other approaches based on direct design such as gradient fields [15] and behaviour-based robotics [6].
The main goal of the paper is to study the capacity of different genetic algorithms to evolve special-
isation when it is needed, and to evolve solutions based on generalist individuals when specialisation is
not advantageous (see [78] for a seminal work which compares different evolutionary regimes in relation
to collective robotics). To this purpose, the paper begins by discussing four different genetic algorithms
(plus some variants), either taken from the literature of collective evolutionary robotics or inspired by
biology. As we will see, only one genetic algorithm among those considered is able to choose between
specialisation and solutions based on generalist individuals, depending on the demands of the task. This
algorithm might correspond to an evolutionary process that actually exist and is quite diffused in nature.
In addition to demonstrating the potential for specialisation of the specific algorithms considered, the
research shows how various general features of these algorithms can impact on the evolution of generalist
or specialist solutions to collaborative problems. These features are (Section 3.3 will present them in
detail): (a) individual selection versus group selection; (b) encoding of the two individuals which make up
a group in the same or in different genotypes; (c) the same or different populations for the two members
of the group; (d) temporary or permanent nature of the groups with respect to the life of each single
individual. The results give some indications on the impact that these features might more generally
have on the emergence of specialisation when one uses genetic algorithms different from those considered
here.
The results might also provide useful hints to biologists concerning the conditions for the emergence
of specialisation, although at a very abstract level. Indeed, the similarity between the genetic algorithms
presented here and some evolutionary regimes found in nature (see Section 3.3 for a first attempt to
establish such correspondence), and the analysis of their capacity to produce specialisation, might give
some useful suggestions concerning some issues relevant for biology (cf. Section 6).
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a taxonomy of the different
mechanisms that might be used to implement role taking or specialisation: the rest of the paper will
focus on two items of this taxonomy. Section 3 describes the two tasks, the fitness functions used to
evolve the robots, the simulated robots used in the two tasks, and the four genetic algorithms and their
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possible biological correspondents. Section 4 analyses the performance of the different genetic algorithms
and their capacity to evolve role taking or specialisation. Section 5 analyses in detail the behavioural
strategies evolved by the genetic algorithms. Finally, Section 6 discusses the results from a computational
perspective and proposes some possible interpretations that might be suggestive for biologists in relation
to the conditions for the emergence of specialisation and its effects.
2 A taxonomy of specialisation for neural-network evolved con-
trollers
An important phenomenon studied within collective cooperative robotics is specialisation [33, 75]. Spe-
cialization occurs when one or more cooperating robots focus on, and become expert in carrying out, a
particular activity within the group. In adaptive multi-robot systems, specialisation can take place in
two conditions: (a) the accomplishment of the collective task requires that different robots engage in
different activities because, otherwise, the task cannot be accomplished (this condition is widely studied
in cooperative collective robotics); (b) the collective task does not strictly require specialisation but
specialisation can increase the efficiency of the group or it can simplify the robots’ controllers. Special-
ization can decrease the complexity of controllers because each robot has to develop only a subset of the
sensorimotor skills needed to accomplish the whole task.
An issue closely related to specialisation is “role allocation”. This issue has received much attention
within the literature of collective robotics (e.g. [42, 30, 79, 45]). The issue of role allocation refers to the
coordination mechanisms that a group of robots can exploit to allocate different roles to its members. The
role assignment can be either accomplished on the basis of centralised mechanisms or in a decentralised
fashion based on explicit communication or self-organising mechanisms (as done by the robots of this
study). Role taking is important for specialisation because it might be a “precursor” of it, as further
discussed below after the taxonomy. For this reason we consider role taking as part of the taxonomy
itself. The taxonomy includes three classes of items each composed of some sub-classes:
1. Body specialisation: this specialisation relies upon differences of the body. Body specialisation can
assume two forms:
(a) Morphological specialisation: robots behave differently as their bodies have permanent mor-
phological differences in dimension, shape, or internal structure (e.g., see [83, 33]).
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(b) Body-state specialisation: robots behave differently as some aspects of their morphologically-
similar bodies assume different states in different moments, either due to internal dynamics or
the effects of the dynamics of the external environment (e.g., a particular body configuration,
the level of energy, etc.).
2. Controller specialisation: this specialisation relies upon differences of the robots’ controllers, namely
differences of architecture or connection weights. Controller specialisation can assume three forms:
(a) Innate specialisation: robots behave differently on the basis of controllers that are differenti-
ated since the beginning of the task accomplishment. This type of specialisation can emerge
when genetic techniques are used to evolve the robots’ controllers, and different genomes, or
different parts of genomes, are used to encode the architecture and/or the connection weights
of the different controllers (some examples of this type of specialisation will be presented here;
cf. also [78]).
(b) Developmental specialisation: robots gradually acquire different specialised behaviours and
roles during a period of development in which the architecture of the controllers of the robots,
and/or their connection weights, are shaped on the basis of both experience and the “guidance”
of the genetic program (as an example of this, although not with a focus on collective robotics
and specialisation, see [69]).
(c) Learned specialisation: the robots develop different behaviours and roles by suitably updating
the connection weights of their controllers on the basis of learning algorithms and experience
(see the reviews [59, 58]; these processes might also involve the dynamic update of simple
but critical parameters, such as a threshold triggering a behaviour, e.g. see [72]). This
specialisation requires some form of “long term memory”. Learned specialisation differs from
developmental specialisation as the former never involves changes of the architecture whereas
the latter can do so, and as the former only involves changes caused by experience whereas the
latter involves changes caused by the interplay between experience and the genetic program.
3. Role taking: this solution relies upon differences in activation of the jus of the different robots’
controllers based on past and current input patterns. Role taking can assume two forms:
(a) Memory-based role taking: the robots exhibit different behaviours on the basis of the different
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states assumed by the internal units of their controllers caused by recent percepts (e.g., see
[64]). Note that this type of role taking relies on dynamic/short-term memory mechanisms.
(b) Reactive role taking: robots with identical controllers assume different roles, and maintain
them in time, on the basis of the different input patterns perceived at each time step. Roles
represent “behavioural attractors” which are initially allocated on the basis of the different
conditions in which the robots happen to be for accidental reasons, for example on the basis
of different randomly initial conditions, and then are maintained on the basis of the dynamic
interplay between the robots and the environment if this generates stable dynamic equilibria
(some examples of this type of specialisation will be presented here; also cf. [7]).
As mentioned above, role taking can be consider a precursor of specialisation. Indeed, specialisa-
tion requires that individuals face tasks that require to accomplish different activities, hence to assume
different roles. At the very beginning of the evolution of specialisation, evolutionary processes “work”
on individuals that are neither collaborative nor specialised. In these conditions, the exploitation of
collaborative opportunities and the specialised abilities have to co-evolve. In this respect, the capac-
ity of individuals to play different roles, based on memory or behavioural attractors, can so ease the
emergence of the discovery of collaborative activities requiring different roles, and so create the environ-
mental pressure for the emergence of stable forms of role-playing based on control specialisation or body
specialisation if this can produce further fitness advantages.
Another observation concerns the distinction between learned specialisation and memory-based role
taking. From a computational perspective this distinction is blurred, in the sense that there might be a
continuum between the two. Indeed “connection weights” and “activations of units” of neural networks
are both “memory variables” that can play similar roles (cf. [87]). The difference between the two is
in terms of time-scales involved and so it is along a continuum: in the case of learned specialisation the
differences between individuals rely upon prolonged experiences that change the connection weights of
their controllers during relatively long time scales; instead, in the case of memory-based role taking the
differences between individuals rely upon the recent percepts that change the dynamic activation of the
units of their controllers.
A last observation concerns role taking. In [7] role taking (in particular, reactive role taking) was
called “situated specialisation” to emphasise the continuum existing between role taking and controller
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specialisation. Here, however, we use the expression “role taking” to better reflect the use of the term
“specialisation” in the literature, where it is usually used to refer to body or controller specialization.
3 The experimental set-up
3.1 The tasks used to test the algorithms
The paper used two tasks to investigate the capacity of the genetic algorithms considered here to produce
solutions based on generalist individuals or specialisation. The first task is a light-approaching task,
initially proposed in [7], where a target light periodically switches its position. This task requires that
the robots repeatedly switch roles during its accomplishment, and so it can be best solved based on role
taking (namely, reactive role taking as the neural networks used here do not have a dynamic memory,
see Section 3.2). The second is a coordinated motion task, initially proposed in [65], where robots do
not perceive any reference landmark in the environment: this task requires a difficult initial allocation of
roles between the robots, and so it can be best solved with specialisation (namely, innate specialisation
as the neural networks used here do not learn or develop during life but acquire their connection weights
based on genetic algorithms, see Section 3.3).
The two tasks have been chosen because they have some features that make them suitable for inves-
tigating the issues targeted here. In particular, the coordinated motion task can be solved at best with
specialisation, although it can be solved also with role-taking at the cost of a lower fitness. This gener-
ates a certain evolutionary pressure for the emergence of specialisation and so the task allows checking
if a genetic algorithm is capable of producing specialisation when necessary. On the contrary, the light-
approaching task can be solved at best with role-taking, although it can be solved also with specialisation
obtaining a minor fitness. For this reason, the task can be used to determine if a genetic algorithm is ca-
pable of developing a solution based on generalist individuals. This was particularly important because,
as we shall see, some algorithms tends to force specialisation even when this is not advantageous.
3.1.1 Light approaching task
In the light approaching task the robots had to approach a light target while staying close to each
other. The environment used for this purpose was a simulated rectangular arena of 1× 2 m surrounded
by walls (Figure 1). The light target was formed by two halogen light bulbs of 230 W located in the
middle of the west and east shorter walls of the arena at a height of 1.5 cm from the ground. The lights
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turned on in an alternate fashion (see below). The robots could perceive the lights through the infrared
sensors used in passive mode and they could perceive each other through infrared sensors used in active
mode and through directional microphones (see Section 3.2 for the explanation of how these sensors were
simulated).
Each group of robots was tested for four epochs which lasted 1500 time steps each (each time step
corresponded to 100 ms of real time). At each time step, the robots’ sensors sent signals to the controllers,
the controllers calculated the activation of the output units, this activation was used to issue the motion
commands to the wheel motors, and finally the robots moved. At the beginning of each epoch the robots
of a group were randomly placed in the arena with random orientations and only the light bulb on the
east wall of the arena was turned on. Then robots were left free to move and when the barycentre of
the group reached a distance lower than 300 mm from the light currently on, this was turned off and the
other light was turned on.
To reward robots able to stay close to each other and, at the same time, to move towards the light
turned on, a fitness function formed by two components was used: a group compactness component
(GCC) and a group speed component (GSC) (cf. [7]). The GCC was computed at each step t as follows:
GCCt = max
[
1−
D
600 mm
, 0
]
where D was the distance, measured in millimetres, between the centres of the two robots. According to
this formula, GCC is close to one for very compact groups, decreases linearly for more dispersed groups,
and is equal to zero for robots which are distant more than 600 mm.
The GSC was computed at each time step t as follows:
GSCt = −
1
2
(
∆GDt − 7 mm
7 mm
)
where ∆GDt was the variation of the distance between the group’s barycentre and the light target and
7 mm corresponded to the maximum displacement in space that a robot could accomplish in one time
step. Given this formula, GSC ranged in [0.1] and was less than 0.5 if the group moved away from the
light, 0.5 if it was still, and greater than 0.5 if it moved towards the light.
The total fitness F of a each group was computed as the average of the two components over the
duration of all the epochs:
F =
1
EM
E∑
e=1
S∑
s=1
(
1
2
GCCet +
1
2
GSCet
)
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where E was the total number of epochs and S was the total number of time steps for each epoch. As
explained in Section 3.3, in the case of the algorithms using “temporary grouping” the fitness of single
robots was computed based on epochs involving different companions.
3.1.2 Coordinated Motion Task
The coordinated motion task used an empty open arena (without light targets and walls). The robots
had only eight infrared sensors to perceive each other and no light sensors (see Section 3.2). The robots
had to move as far as possible in any direction from the initial position while staying close to each other.
At the beginning of each epoch, the robots were assigned random orientations and were set at a distance
of 15 mm from each other. This distance assured that each robot could detect the companion through
the infrared sensors having a limited sensing range (see Section 3.2). Each group was tested for 40
epochs which lasted 150 steps each. The number of epochs had to be high, in comparison to the light
approaching task (four epochs), because the initial random orientation of the robots could cause very
different levels of performance.
Similarly to the light approaching task, the fitness was formed by two components: a group compact-
ness component (GCC) and a group speed component (GSC). The group compactness component was
computed at each time step t as follows:
GCCt = max
[
1−
D
300 mm
, 0
]
Notice that this formula is more demanding, in terms of group compactness, than the analogous
formula used for the light approaching task (300 vs. 600 mm): this was necessary to evolve robots
capable of staying within the small infrared perceptual range (about 45 mm, see Section 3.2). In this
respect, note that the parameter 300 mm is used to set the slope of the decrease of the fitness function
with respect to the distance between the robots, but the sensory contact between the robots is lost well
before 300 mm.
The group speed component was computed at each time step as follows:
GSCt =
∆GDt
7 mm
where ∆GDt was the variation of the distance between the group’s barycentre and the starting point at
time step t, and 7 mm was a constant equal to the maximum distance a robot could cover in one time
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step. As in the light approaching task, the total fitness F of a group was computed as the average of the
two components over the duration of all epochs.
3.1.3 The challenges posed by the two tasks
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the two tasks were chosen as they require either role taking or specialisation.
In particular, the light approaching task requires role taking as the switching of roles can aid the groups’
behaviour in correspondence to the light switches. On the other side, the coordinated motion task
requires specialisation to solve the difficult initial allocation of roles.
Before closing this section, it is important to notice that the two tasks, despite the fact that they
might appear simple at first sight, are rather difficult to solve considering the very limited local sensors of
the robots (see Section 3.2). So, for example, the light approaching task requires each robot to perform
a fine dynamical regulation of the distance to the other robot and at the same time to move towards
the light that sometimes is shadowed by the companion (on the difficulty of the task, see also [7] where
the task was proposed). Similarly, the coordinated motion task requires each robot to keep at a very
precise distance from the companion, to avoid losing it and at the same time to avoid crashing into it, on
the basis of infrared sensors which have a very short sensing range (see Section 3.2), and while moving
towards a common direction in coordination with the companion without the possibility of relying upon
external landmarks (on the difficulty of this task, see also [64] and [65] where the task was proposed). The
thorough analyses of the behaviours evolved by the genetic algorithms, presented in detail in Sections 5.1
and 5.2, will show the difficulties c by these conditions.
3.2 The robots and the neural-network controller
Two simulated KheperaTM robots were used in all experiments (Figure 2, [52]). The robots were equipped
with: (a) 8 infrared sensors used to detect the presence of walls and other robots, up to a distance of
45 mm, in both tasks; (b) four light sensors used to detect the light target, up to 4 m, in the light
approaching task (these “sensors” were actually obtained using infrared sensors in passive mode, and
by averaging the activation of couples of them); (c) four directional microphones used to detect the
position of other robots in the light approaching task (these sensors, not present on the real robots, were
simulated as described below). Each robot had a diameter of 55 mm and two independently controllable
motors connected to the two wheels and able to regulate the speed and direction of motion. In the light
approaching task the robots had also a simulated loudspeaker, that continuously emitted a sound having
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a fixed amplitude and frequency, used to signal the own position to the other robot (this actuator,
not present on the real robots, was simulated as described below). Notice that the microphones and
the loudspeakers allowed robots to detect each other at a greater distance with respect to the infrared
sensors.
To achieve a greater level of realism of the simulations, the data obtained from a sampling procedure
carried out with the real robot were used to compute the activation of the infrared sensors and of the
light sensors (see [50, 55]). This sampling procedure set a physical robot at 180 different angles and 20
different distances with respect to walls, or another robot, or a halogen light bulb, and measured the
activation of the infrared sensors of the robot (used in active mode to detect the wall or the other robot,
and in passive mode to detect the light). A geometrical simulation of shadows was also implemented to
have a more realistic activation of light sensors in the light approaching task. In order to simulate the
effects of different activations of the motors, the change of orientation and displacement in space of a
physical robot was sampled in correspondence to different commands issued to the motors (the sampled
data relative to the infrared sensors activated by walls and other robots, and the sampled data relative
to motors, were those used in the simulator Evorobot, see [55]; the sampled data relative to the infrared
sensors activated by the halogen light were those used in [11]).
As the physical robots were not endowed with directional microphones and loudspeakers, these were
simulated as in [11]. In particular, the sound amplitude A, decreasing with the distance D from the
source, was computed as follows:
A =
1
1 +
(
D
1000 mm
)2AF
where AF is an attenuation factor that simulates the effects of the microphone orientation with respect
to the sound source:
AF = 1− 0.9
α
180◦
where α is the convex angle, measured in degrees, between the direction pointed by the microphone and
the direction of the sound source. The sound amplitude actually perceived by the microphone, denoted
with PA, was obtained by passing A through a logistic function to simulate the saturation of sensors:
PA =
2
1 + e−A
− 1
In the light approaching task, each robot was controlled by a neural network (Figure 3) having 16
input units, each corresponding to a particular sensor of the robot (8 for the active infrared sensors, 4
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for the light ones, and 4 for the microphones), plus a bias unit. These units were directly connected with
the two output units for a total of 34 connection weights (= (8+ 4+4+ 1)× 2). The activation of these
two output units was mapped onto the desired speed of the two wheels that ranged within ±7 mm in
terms of linear displacement. In the coordinated motion task, the robots used only the infrared sensors
used in active mode and so the controllers had only 18 connection weights (= (8 + 1)× 2).
3.3 The four genetic algorithms and their biological correspondents
This section explains the four genetic algorithms tested here. Two algorithms had two variants each. The
algorithms had various features in common but differed under few important respects. The most impor-
tant feature they had in common was the equal sharing of the payoff between the robots of each group.
This is a fundamental assumption that eliminates the possibility of cheating, that is the possibility that
some members of the group perform actions directed to gain higher benefits or pay lower costs than those
of other members. This is a strong simplification with respect to biology where the problem of cheating
is one of the major obstacles for the emergence of cooperative behaviour [49, 40]. The justification for
the introduction of this assumption is that this research aimed to focus on the issue of specialisation and
so avoided to tackle the issue of cheating that would have complicated the interpretation of the results
on specialisation.
In all genetic algorithms, the genotype directly encoded the connection weights of the neural-network
controllers of the robots in the ways explained below. For each algorithm, evolution of controllers was
replicated ten times starting with different initial genotype populations. In each replication evolution
lasted 600 generations. Each robot group corresponded to a certain genotype (or to two genotypes, see
Section 3.3) and was tested four times (“epochs”; each epoch lasted 1500 time steps) in the study of the
light-pursuing task, and 40 times (each lasting 150 time steps) in the study related to the coordinated
motion task. Each group was formed by two robots. The best 20 genotypes of each generation of the
population (40 in the single population genetic algorithms, see below) were reproduced by generating five
copies each. During reproduction, each connection weight encoded in the genotype was mutated with a
probability of 5% by adding to it a random real number uniformly drawn in the interval [−10,+10].
Table 1 summarises the features of the genetic algorithms (note that the third and fourth genetic
algorithm have two variants each). The names assigned to the algorithms are supposed to capture their
most important features. As shown in the table, the algorithms differ along four major dimensions:
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1. Unit of selection. This indicates the element copied in the duplication phase of the genetic algo-
rithm. The unit of selection could be either the single controller of robots (standard selection) or
the controllers of both robots of a group (group selection).
2. Genotype information. The genotype that was reproduced could encode either the connection
weights of the controller of a single robot or the weights of the controllers of all robots of a group.
3. Population. The genetic algorithms could either use one population of genotypes, in which case
both controllers of the robots forming a group were drawn from a single population of genotypes,
or as many distinct populations of genotypes as the number of members of each group (two in the
experiments presented here), in which case the controllers of robots forming a group were formed
with genotypes drawn from different populations which were never mixed.
4. Companion in tests. Each robot could be tested either with always the same (randomly selected)
companion robot in all the epochs of the test, or with a (randomly selected) different companion
in each epoch.
The four genetic algorithms and their variants considered here do not cover all the possible combinations
of these features. Rather, a sub-set of the possible algorithms were chosen on the basis of their presence
in the literature of collective artificial intelligence or their correspondence to existing known biological
evolutionary regimes.
The details of the four genetic algorithms are now presented together with some examples of their
possible biological correspondents. Regarding the last aspect, note that real biological systems are
often based on mixtures of regimes and in this respect the genetic algorithms proposed here should be
considered as abstract stylizations of reality rather than detailed models of it. This was done as the
consideration of “pure cases” could ease the isolation of the principles that underlie the emergence of
specialisation in real and artificial systems. The first two genetic algorithms are characterised by group
selection, whereas the other two by individual selection. The algorithms have the following features:
1. Homogenous group selection. This genetic algorithm is based on a population of 100 genotypes.
Each genotype encodes the connection weights of a neural-network controller that is identically
copied into the two robots forming a group (as these robots have the same body and controller,
they are sort of “clones”). The unit of selection is hence the group and the fitness obtained by the
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group is equally shared between the two robots. Each robot is tested with the same companion in
all epochs. We now illustrate the reasons why this algorithm was chosen from the point of view of
computational models and biology.
Computational models. This algorithm was chosen because it had been used with success in various
previous works on evolutionary collective robotics [7, 8, 64, 11, 74, 73, 62] and so it was interesting
to investigate its capabilities to produce turn taking or specialisation. Indeed, given that in this
algorithm the robots are clones, the only type of solution it could produce to solve the tasks was
role taking. For this reason we expected that it would have led to high performing groups in the
task requiring this solution, but not in the task requiring specialisation.
Biology. This genetic algorithm is also interesting from a biological perspective. The algorithm
might be considered a stylisation of the evolutionary regime operating in social insects, as ants
and bees, where individuals descending from the same queen have a very similar genotype and
compete against other groups descending from different queens ([84]; note that here we ignore the
possible contextual presence, rather common in social insects, of morphological, developmental,
and learned specialisation). Animal communities formed by highly cooperating individuals, in
particular social insect societies, are often associated with this evolutionary regime [39], probably
because it contributes to solve the cheating problem mentioned above. The reason is that it can be
considered an extreme form of keen-selected altruism. This refers to situations where the organisms
of a group are close relatives and so have very similar genotypes. This is a strong incentive to
cooperate as “altruistic” actions help to propagate the own genome [49]. From the evolutionary
point of view, this regime implies that a group of such organisms tends to form a superorganism
[68] acting as a single unit of selection.
2. Heterogeneous group selection. This genetic algorithm is based on a population of 100 genotypes.
Each genotype encodes the two different sets of connection weights of the two neural-network
controllers of the robots forming a group, so the group is the unit of selection of the algorithm.
Each robot is tested with the same companion in all epochs.
Computational models. From a computational perspective, this algorithm was chosen for two rea-
sons. The first is that we wanted to verify two expectations related to it. The first expectation was
that the algorithm had a strong tendency to produce specialisation and so to be highly performing
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in tasks requiring differentiated behaviours. This expectation was based on the fact that the algo-
rithm encodes the controllers of the robots forming a group with different parts of genotype, so it
was expected to be able to produce robots with different complementary behaviours. We also had
a second expectation, namely that the algorithm would perform poorly in tasks requiring general-
ists, as it would have had difficulties in developing robots with similar or identical behaviours. The
second reason was that this algorithm had been used with some success in some collective-robotics
works (e.g., [62]), so we wanted to compare its performance with the other algorithms.
Biology. This genetic algorithm might be thought of as a stylisation of genetic mechanisms operat-
ing in multi-cellular organisms. The genotype contained in the cells of these organisms is formed by
different parts that are expressed in cells having different specialisation, e.g. forming different parts
of the body. For instance, the human body has about 210 different types of cells (e.g., epidermal
cells, red skeletal muscle cells, and neuron cells, see the web-site http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human cell
for a whole list): these are generated by the same genome but differentiate on the basis of their
position within the body, the interaction with the external environment, etc. [86].
3. Multiple populations. This genetic algorithm is based on two populations, each corresponding to
one of the two robots forming a group. Each population is formed by 100 genotypes. Each genotype
encodes the set of connection weights of the neural-network controller of one of the two robots of a
group, and the unit of selection is the single robot. The groups are formed by randomly choosing
the controller of the first robot from the first population and by randomly choosing the controller
of the second robot from the second population (the selection is conducted in such a way that each
robot is tested the same number of times). Two variants of the algorithm were tested:
(a) Stable grouping. The formation of groups is accomplished only once for all the epochs of the
fitness test, at beginning of the test itself (but of course groups are generated again for each
generation).
(b) Temporary grouping. This formation of groups is accomplished at the beginning of each epoch
so that each robot is tested with several different companions. In this second variant of the
algorithm, the robots of a group share the group’s fitness obtained in each epoch in two equal
parts, so each robot accumulates the fitness gathered with different companions during life.
Computational models. From a computational perspective, the temporary grouping version of this
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algorithm is relevant as some authors claimed that it has a high potential to lead to the emergence
of specialisation [31]. The reason is that in this algorithm the members of groups are selected from
different populations and the different populations can develop individuals with complementary
specialised abilities while avoiding the risk that individuals with the same capabilities are grouped
together. We also tested the stable grouping version of this algorithm to evaluate if this feature
affected the results.
Biology. From a biological perspective, the algorithm might correspond to symbiosis [1, 53]. In
this case, organisms belonging to two different species co-evolve as they form tightly linked systems
within which the survival of one species is highly dependent on the survival of the other species,
e.g. because they specialise in producing different nutritional substances that are then suitably
exchanged (note that the forms of symbiosis relevant here are those where the organisms receive
a mutual advantage from the interaction). The stable-grouping variant of the algorithm might be
related to endosymbiosis where one organism lives inside the body of another organism and so can
create with it a stable collaboration forming a whole system (to the extent that the endosymbiont
or the host might not survive without the other, in this case giving rise to obligate-symbiosis such
as that arising between some bacteria and algae, [25]). The temporary-grouping variant of the
algorithm might be related to ectosymbiosis where one organism lives on the surface of the body
of another organism. This relationship can give rise to a collaboration that might vary during the
life of the two organisms (e.g., as in some cases of the clownfish and the see anemone symbiosis).
Symbiosis, and especially endosymbiosis, is increasingly recognised as a main drive of evolution
([67, 82]; cf. Section 6).
4. Single population. This genetic algorithm is based on a population of 200 genotypes. Each geno-
type encodes the connection weights of the neural-network controller of one robot and the unit of
selection is the single robot. Groups are formed by randomly choosing couples of robots from the
population (the selection is accomplished in such a way that each robot is tested the same number
of times). Two variants of the algorithm were tested:
(a) Stable grouping. For each generation, the formation of groups is accomplished only once for
all the epochs composing the fitness test.
(b) Temporary grouping. The formation of groups was accomplished at the beginning of each
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epoch. As for the multiple population algorithm, in this second variant the robots of a group
share the groups’ fitness of each epoch in two equal parts.
Computational models. The questions investigated in relation to this genetic algorithm was if
and how it had the capacity to lead to the emergence of specialisation. We expected that this
algorithm would have difficulties in developing specialisation because, being individuals chosen
randomly, specialised individuals would have had a high risk of getting grouped with individuals
with the same type of specialisation, so having a fitness lower than non-specialised individuals. We
will see that in this respect the results were instead quite surprising.
Biology. This algorithm was chosen as it reflects an evolutionary regime which is very common
in nature. In particular it corresponds to cases where individuals of the same species have differ-
ent genotypes but have some advantages in performing some cooperating tasks. The permanent
and temporary versions of this algorithm, both based on single populations, have a parallel in re-
spectively the demographic societies and the casual societies formed by social animals and defined
and studied in [84]. According to this author, a demographic society is “a society that is stable
enough through time, usually owing to its being relatively closed to newcomers, for the demo-
graphic processes of birth and death to play a significant role in its composition”. Examples of
demographic societies are groups of cooperatively breeding birds (e.g. [35]), social spider colonies
[3], female-based coati bands [32], and some instances of cooperative hunting [57]. On the contrary,
a “casual society”, or “casual group”, is “a temporary group formed by individuals within a soci-
ety. The casual society is unstable, being open to new members and losing old ones at a high rate.
Examples include feeding groups of monkeys within a troop and groups of playing children” (see
[18], on monkeys feeding in group). Other examples are bird flocks [63, 60], and fish schools [61].
The stable version of the regime might also have a correspondent within unicellular organisms. In
particular cellular slime molds [77, 46], such as Dictyostelium Discoideum, are formed by many
individual amoebae capable of aggregating so as to form whole systems that move and assume
complex structures within which the single individuals might strongly specialize (e.g., “front” and
“rear” individuals to perform the movement). Similarly, plasmodial slime molds, such as Physarum,
are amoebae capable of merging their cytoplasm to form a whole syncytium having a multitude of
nuclei and capable of moving [48]. The wide diffusion of this evolutionary regime in nature increase
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the relevance of the unexpected results obtained with it.
4 Different genetic algorithms and the emergence of specialisa-
tion
This section compares the different levels of performance in the two tasks achieved by all the genetic
algorithms illustrated in Section 3.3 and analyses their capacity to lead to the emergence of role taking or
specialisation depending on the opportunities offered by the tasks. In this respect, Table 2 summarises
the type of strategy developed by the different genetic algorithms when they are used to tackle the
two tasks. In particular, the table reports the strategy used by the best evolutionary run of each
algorithm (i.e., either role-taking or specialisation), detected on the basis of direct inspection and the
techniques illustrated in detail in Section 5. The table also reports the levels of performance achieved
by the algorithms. The information reported in the table is complemented by Figures 4 and 5 which
allow visual comparison of the performance of all the four genetic algorithms and their variants. The
performance of the four genetic algorithms and the strategy they developed are now analysed in detail.
4.1 Genetic algorithms based on homogeneous and heterogeneous group se-
lection
Homogeneous group selection can produce only role taking as all the robots have the same controller. On
the contrary, heterogeneous group selection has a strong tendency to produce specialisation. The reason
is that in this case role taking does not tend to emerge as it would require different parts of the genotype
encoding the controllers of the different group members to develop functionally equivalent controllers,
a condition that evolution finds difficult to produce. For these reasons, as shown in Figures 4 and 5,
homogeneous group selection always developed role taking, even in the coordinated motion task where
this was detrimental. On the contrary, heterogeneous group selection always developed specialisation,
even in the light-approaching task where this led to a lower fitness. Section 5 illustrates in detail the
behaviours found by these strategies.
These features of the two algorithms explain the differences in performance exhibited in the two tasks
and reported in Table 2. In the light approaching task, where role taking is more advantageous as it allows
a quick switching of roles (Section 5), homogeneous group selection outperforms heterogeneous group
selection, as indicated by the fact that the performance of the best individual of the best evolutionary
runs of the two algorithms is statistically different in a test of 100 epochs (t-test, p < 0.001). On
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the contrary, in the coordinated motion task, where specialisation facilitates the initial role allocation
(Section 5), heterogeneous group selection outperforms homogeneous group selection, as indicated by
the fact that the performance of the best individual of the best evolutionary runs of the two algorithms
is statistically different in a test of 100 epochs (t-test, p < 0.001).
4.2 Genetic algorithm based on multiple populations, stable and temporary
grouping variants: the “differentiation-bias problem”
The outcome of the tests run with the groups evolved with the multiple population genetic algorithm
proposed in [31] showed that this type of algorithm is affected by what might be called the differentiation-
bias problem, consisting in a tendency of the algorithm to enforce the emergence of specialisation in any
circumstance, even when this is not needed by the task, both with stable and temporary grouping.
Indeed, direct inspection of the strategies developed by the genetic algorithm under the two grouping
conditions in the two tasks revealed that it always led to the emergence of behavioural strategies typically
based on specialisation (Section 5).
In order to quantitatively detect the presence of specialisation in both tasks, and with both variants
of the genetic algorithm, we measured the correlation existing between the connection weights of the
genotypes within each of the two populations and between the two populations. In all the four simula-
tions related to the two tasks and the two variants of the genetic algorithm, this measure revealed the
presence of a strong correlation between all the possible couples of genotypes within each population
and a close-to-null correlation between all the possible couples of genotypes belonging to the two pop-
ulations. In particular, in the four simulations the within-population and between-population measures
were respectively as follows: (a) light pursuing task, temporary grouping: 0.9728 and 0.0691; (b) light
pursuing task, stable grouping: 0.9877 and 0.2751; (c) coordinated motion task, temporary grouping:
0.9808 and 0.1717; (d) coordinated motion task, stable grouping: 0.9587 and -0.1449.
This strong tendency to lead to the emergence of specialisation impaired performance in the light
pursuing task where role taking was needed to switch roles on the fly. In particular (see Table 2 and
Figures 4 and 5), in the light pursuing task both variants of the multiple population algorithm were
outperformed by the homogeneous group selection algorithm, as shown by the statistical comparison of
the performance of their best runs (t-test, p < 0.001 for both comparisons). On the contrary, in the
coordinated motion task the performance of the best run of two variants of the multiple population algo-
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rithm slightly outperformed (stable grouping, 0.952 on average vs. 0.948) or was very similar (temporary
grouping, 0.947 vs. 0.948 ) to the one of the best run of the heterogeneous group selection algorithm as
both algorithms correctly produced specialisation.
4.3 Genetic algorithm based on single populations, stable and temporary
grouping variants: the “same-specialisation problem”
The temporary grouping variant of the single population genetic algorithm was capable of developing role
taking as shown by direct observation of behaviour (see Section 5) and the fact that its performance is
statistically higher than the one of the heterogeneous algorithm and the multiple population algorithms
(t-test, p < 0.001 for all comparisons). However, the algorithm was not capable of developing speciali-
sation when needed. In this respect, in the coordinated motion task the performance of the algorithm
was statistically lower with respect to the one of the heterogeneous algorithm, the multiple population
algorithms, and also the stable grouping variant of the algorithm (t-test, p < 0.001 for all comparisons).
A possible explanation of this is that this evolutionary regime incurs in what might be called the
same-specialisation problem which arises if (too many) individuals with the same specialisation are
grouped together and so the whole group cannot accomplish some functions. In the case considered
here, individuals which tend to develop a specialised behaviour have a probability of 50% of being
grouped with a companion with their same type of specialisation, in which case they get a very low
fitness. This risk increases exponentially with the number of epochs that form the fitness test as at each
epoch each individual is grouped with a new companion (the chances that at list a bad grouping takes
place is 1 − (1/2)n with n epochs). As a consequence, non specialised generalist robots tend to diffuse
in the population as they do not incur in such costs.
To show that this latter event actually took place in the simulations, Figure 6 shows the correlation
existing between all possible couples of genotypes of the population. To visually highlight the similarities
between genotypes, we created a 200× 200 matrix storing in each cell the correlation between a couple
of genotypes: the x-axis and the y-axis report the different genotypes, whereas the z-axis reports the
correlation value between each couple of genotypes. In the matrix, we sorted the rows in decreasing order
of the values of the first column. In particular, we started to consider one by one all the rows starting
from the first one, and by swapping the current row with the row having the next first-column highest
value among the remaining rows. For each couple of rows swapped, we also swapped the corresponding
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columns so as to maintain the same order of the genotypes along both the rows and columns. This
arrangement implies that the genotypes are organised in decreasing order of correlation with the first
genotype: if the population splits into two sub-population this arrangement should show it.
The figure shows that all the couples of genotypes have a correlation close to 1, indicating that a non-
specialised type of genome had diffused in the whole population at the end of the evolutionary process.
The measurement of the correlations was also carried out during the evolutionary process and revealed
that weakly correlated subpopulations tended to emerge during the first generations of the process, but
they were soon wiped out in favour of a whole population of generalist robots (data not reported).
The stable grouping variant of the single population genetic algorithm led to different unexpected
and interesting results. Notably, this algorithm was the only one among those analysed here to lead to
the emergence of the type of strategy more suitable for the task, as indicated by the direct inspection
of the type of developed strategy and performance (Table 2). In particular, in the light-approaching
task, where the capacity of switching roles on the fly was advantageous, half evolutionary runs led to the
emergence of role taking, as indicated by the types of behaviours developed by the robots. This allowed
the best run of the algorithm to outperform all other algorithms with the exception of the homogeneous
one (t-test, p < 0.001 for all comparisons).
On the contrary, in the coordinated-motion task, where breaking the initial sensorial symmetry could
result in a considerable fitness advantage, the algorithm developed specialisation in all evolutionary
runs. This allowed the best run of the algorithm to have a performance very similar to the one of
the heterogeneous algorithm (0.947 vs. 0.948; notice that the average performance of the different
evolutionary runs with this algorithm is equally high in this case).
The specialisation was also confirmed by the results of a quantitative correlation test similar to the
one illustrated above with regards to the temporary-grouping version of the algorithm. In this respect,
whereas in the case of the light-approaching task the correlation graph was similar to the one reported in
Figure 6 (data not reported), in the coordinated motion task the correlation graph, reported in Figure 7,
clearly showed that two different sub-populations emerged within the whole population. This indicates
that in this case specialisation did emerge. The measurement carried out during evolution showed that
the emergence of the two different sub-populations took place during the first generations and then was
maintained until the end of evolution (data not reported).
The reason why stable grouping, contrary to temporary grouping, led to the emergence of specialisa-
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tion is that in this evolutionary regime groups were formed only once for all the epochs composing the
fitness test, so a robot with a good specialised behaviour had a 0.5 probability of being coupled with a
companion having complementary skills. In this lucky case the robot had a higher fitness in comparison
to non-specialist robots and so a higher chance of being selected and of producing several offspring. This
implied a high chance that at least one of its many offspring was again coupled with a companion with
complementary functions, and so on through the generations, so that specialised robots had the chance
to emerge and wipe out the population of non-specialised robots.
5 Analysis of the behavioural strategies based on role taking
and specialisation in the two tasks
This section analyses the solutions based on role taking and specialisation developed by the genetic
algorithms to solve the light approaching and the coordinated motion tasks. This is useful under many
respects: (a) it furnishes specific examples of robot behaviours based on role taking or specialisation;
(b) it gives a clear idea of the behaviour exhibited by the robots when they use either one of the two
strategies (this can be used, for example, to immediately recognise if a genetic algorithm has evolved a
solution to the two tasks based either on role taking or specialisation, as done in Section 4). The analysis
focusses on the outcome of the tests run with the homogeneous and the heterogeneous group selection
algorithms in the two tasks. The reason for doing this is that, as mentioned in Section 3.3, these two
algorithms have a strong tendency, and are best suited, to produce solutions based respectively on role
taking and on specialisation, so they allow studying at best the behaviours, based on either strategy,
that could be evolved to solve the two tasks.
5.1 The strengths of role taking in the light-approaching task
Table 2 indicated that homogeneous group selection outperforms heterogeneous group selection in the
light approaching task. As mentioned in Section 4 this is due to the fact that only homogeneous group
selection is capable of developing role taking needed to solve at best this task.
In relation to this, a specific test was run that indicated that the different level of performance of the
two algorithms was due to the different behaviours that the corresponding groups of robots exhibited
when the light target changed position. In particular the test measured the speed (GSC) of homogeneous
and heterogeneous groups during two sub-phases of the test run for 1500 steps: (1) when the barycentre
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of the group was within a distance between 30 and 58 cm from the off light: this phase took place
right after the light target changed position and the groups were rearranging their formation; (2) when
the barycentre of the groups was within a distance between 58 and 142 cm from the on light: in this
phase the groups were usually moving in a stable formation. Figure 8 reports the average performance
of the best groups emerged in the ten replications of the evolutionary runs of the homogeneous genetic
algorithms and the heterogeneous algorithm. The results show that heterogeneous groups are less efficient
than homogeneous groups in rearranging the formation after the light target changes position. In fact,
although the performance of the algorithms does not statistically differ in the phase where they move
in stable formation (t-test, p = 0.21), it does differ in the phase in which they rearrange the formation
(t-test, p < 0.01).
Direct inspection of the behaviours of the robots evolved with the two algorithms suggests that
they have different performances in the two phases of the test because they rely upon different types
of strategies. During the stable-formation phase, in which their performance does not differ, the robots
of both groups move at maximum speed towards the light target while maintaining stable reciprocal
positions. On the contrary, during the formation-rearrangement phase the robots of homogeneous groups
quickly invert their orientations of about 180◦ by rotating on the spot (Figure 9a–b). By doing so, the
robots rapidly and efficiently switch roles, in particular their positions with respect to the front of motion
of the group. For example, the robot that is at the front-left of the group gets at its rear-right after
the light switches, whereas the robot that is at the rear-right gets at the front-left. This indicates that
the homogeneous groups are tackling the task by relying upon role taking; that is, they play a role
depending on the initial perception, stably maintain it on the basis of their different situated input
patterns, and switch roles in the case their perception considerably changes. On the contrary, the robots
of heterogeneous groups rearrange the formation so as to always occupy the same positions within the
group when the light target changes position and this decreases efficiency (Figure 9c). This behaviour
indicates that the robots are tackling the task by relying on specialisation, that is they play a certain
fixed role in the group depending on their genotype.
Figure 10 reports the results of a test directed to give a quantitative measure of the different strategies
that homogeneous and heterogeneous groups use in rearranging formations when the light target changes.
The test measured the difference between the distances of the two robots forming a group from the light
target during 1500 cycles (several switches of the light target took place during this time). The measure
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was carried out in the central part of the arena located 55 cm away from both light targets to eliminate
the noise related to the rearrangement of the formations due to the light switch.
The results of the test show that the robots of homogeneous groups have a similar average distance
from the light target while the robots of heterogeneous groups have a different average distance from
it (the variety of differences between the robots’ distances from the light were caused by the fact that
in some groups robots moved partially side by side). This indicates that the robots of all evolved
homogeneous groups play all roles within the group, that is they are formed by generalist individuals,
while the robots of all heterogeneous groups maintain the same roles during the whole duration of the
test, that is they use specialisation.
In order to furnish some examples of the qualitative strategy used by the robots of the homogeneous
and heterogeneous groups to respectively switch roles or maintain fixed roles during the light target
changes, we ran some tests with evolved robots set in the arena at 40 cm from each other and both
facing the target (cf. the analyses reported in [11]; recall that the robots could move either forward or
backward, so they happened to develop different fronts of motion in different runs of the evolutionary
process).
The results of the tests run with homogeneous groups of different evolutionary runs, exemplified
in Figure 11a–b, show that (note that the length of the traces left by the robots indirectly indicates
their speed): (a) the robot at the group rear moves fast towards the other robot to improve the group
compactness; (b) the robot in front of the group either moves backward towards the other robot and
then towards the light when the group is compact, or it moves slowly towards the light to allow the other
robot to reach it, or it approaches the light irrespective of the behaviour of the second robot (in this
case group compactness is accomplished when the robots reach the first light target). As the robots are
identical, if the tests are repeated by switching the initial positions of the two robots identical results are
obtained (data not shown). This confirms that behavioural strategies of homogeneous groups are based
on role taking and each robot assumes and maintains a particular role within the group depending on
the activation of its sensors. For example, the robot in front perceives the sound emitted by the second
robot as coming from the opposite direction with respect to the light target, whereas the second robot
perceives sound and light (when not shadowed by the first robot) as coming from the same direction:
these perceptual differences allow the robots to assume and maintain different roles (see [11] for further
analyses of this strategy).
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The results of the test run with heterogeneous groups, reported in Figure 11c–f, show that, initially,
the same robot always moves to occupy the front position within the group whereas the other robot
always moves to occupy the rear position (in one out of ten seeds the robots move side by side, however
one of them is always at the right side of the formation while the other one is always at the left side
of it). The specific strategies emerged in the different evolutionary runs are different: in some cases
one of the robots, usually the one playing the “staying-at-the-front” role, tends to approach the light
while ignoring the other robot, whereas in other cases it waits for the other robot to come closer before
starting to move towards the light target. The robot which plays the “staying-at-the-rear” role always
waits for the other robot to arrive in front of the group and then starts to follow it (in some cases it
moves backward to reach the other robot and so allows the group to become compact). This analysis
confirms that the behavioural strategies of the heterogeneous groups are based on specialisation.
5.2 The strengths of specialisation in the coordinated motion task
As shown in Table 2, heterogeneous group selection outperforms homogeneous group selection in the
coordinated motion task. Indeed, in this task the initial allocation of roles is quite challenging as the
robots are in perfectly symmetric conditions (same sensors, same body, and no landmarks as external
reference points), so specialised robots can rapidly solve the problem by assuming a unique role.
To support this explanation, some tests were run where the performance of homogeneous and het-
erogeneous groups was measured while systematically varying the initial orientations of the two robots
forming the groups (the orientations were varied in intervals of 2 degrees). The results of the tests run in
the heterogeneous groups, reported in Figure 12, show that they have a high performance independently
of the initial robots’ orientation. On the contrary, homogeneous groups have a performance that, as
shown in Figure 13, is strongly dependent on the robots’ initial orientations. In particular, when the two
robots have similar absolute orientations, and hence a strong asymmetry in terms of orientation with
respect to the centre of the group (this implies that robots have different perceptions: this condition
corresponds to the surface of the graph along the main diagonal), the performance is higher than when
they have different absolute orientations, that is when they have more symmetrical orientations with
respect to the group’s centre (and hence a similar perception). This demonstrates that homogeneous
robots have difficulties in breaking the initial perceptual symmetry, an event needed by role taking to
assign different roles to the robots.
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Why the problem of the initial role allocation was not encountered with the light approaching task,
as indicated by the high performance of homogeneous groups in such task? The reason is that the light
target furnished the robots an external landmark that allowed them to immediately allocate roles on the
basis of their asymmetric perception. Indeed, the robots had a different perceptual input pattern in each
possible condition of the task, for example when one robot perceived the light from the front and the
sound from the back, the other robot perceived both the light and the sound from the front.
The qualitative analysis of the behavioural strategies of the heterogeneous and homogeneous groups
at the beginning of the coordinated motion test shows in detail why the former were advantaged by
specialisation in the initial role allocation with respect to the latter. In particular, Figure 14 shows that
homogeneous robots exhibit a good behaviour only when the initial orientations are quite asymmetric
with respect to the centre of the group, for example when the robots have opposite orientations with
respect to such centre (Figure 14a–b). In fact, in this condition the different perceptual pattern allows
them to easily assume different roles, for example the being-at-the-front or being-at-the-rear roles. On
the contrary, in cases in which their initial orientation is symmetric, they have difficulties in assuming
different roles (Figure 14c–d). In contrast, heterogeneous robots solve the problem of the initial allocation
of roles very efficiently in any condition as they always assume the different roles “written” in their
genotype, independently of their initial orientation (Figure 14e–h).
Figure 15 shows the results of a test run for the coordinated motion task similar to the one run for
the light approaching task and directed to furnish a quantitative measure of the differences between the
strategies used by the homogeneous and the heterogeneous groups in such task. In particular, the test
measured the difference between the distances of the two robots from the starting position, averaged over
the whole duration of 100 epochs lasting 150 time steps each (this was done for the final best groups of
all evolutionary runs). The results of this test for the two algorithms indicates that in the homogeneous
groups either one of the robots can happen to be at the front or at the rear of the group depending on the
initial orientations: this is a typical strategy base on role taking. On the contrary, in the heterogeneous
groups robots always occupy a fixed position within the group with respect to the direction of motion,
indicating that they use a behavioural strategy based on specialisation (note that the differences of the
outcome of the test run with the heterogeneous groups are due to the fact that in some cases robots
move side by side).
In order to qualitatively understand which difficulties were encountered by the homogeneous groups
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which used role taking and which specific strategies were exploited by heterogeneous groups which relied
on specialisation, we ran some tests with one robot of the group which could move and the other robot
kept still (its wheel motors were always set to a null value). To this purpose, the robots were set in the
arena within 1,5 cm of distance (this allowed them to perceive each other through the infrared sensors)
and with specific orientations.
In these conditions, homogeneous groups exhibited one of two different strategies (see Figure 16;
note that the fact that only two different strategies emerged in the coordinated motion task, contrary to
what happened in the light approaching task where many different strategies emerged, is likely due to
the limited number of sensors involved in the present task). In the evolutionary runs which develop the
first strategy (“side-by-side”) the robot of the group that is free to move moves around the still robot
clockwise (“clockwise-side-by-side” role) or anticlockwise (“anticlockwise-side-by-side” role) depending
on its starting position. In the evolutionary runs which develop the second strategy (“front-rear”) if the
free moving robot faces the second robot with the front of motion then it tends to go towards the second
robot and to hit it (“pusher” role), whereas if it faces the second robot with the rear front then it tends
to keep at a particular distance from it (“distance keeper” role). As the robots have identical controllers,
the tests produce similar results if the front and rear initial positions of the two robots are switched.
In general, this analysis indicates that when both robots can freely move they succeed in displacing
in space only if their initial orientations allow them to assume different roles. In particular, the first
strategy is successful only if one robot tends to turn left while the other tends to turn right. The second
strategy is successful only if one robot plays the role of pusher while the other plays the role of distance
keeper. This confirms that strategies based on role taking might have difficulties in tasks that furnish
little information on how accomplishing the initial allocations of roles.
All evolved heterogeneous groups exhibit the same two strategies exhibited by homogeneous groups
(Figure 16). However, the roles played by heterogeneous robots are fixed. In the case of the first strategy,
the robots move in space so as to always occupy the same position and play either the “anticlockwise-
side-by-side” or the “clockwise-side-by-side” role independently of their initial orientation. In the case
of the second strategy, the robots move in space so as to always occupy the same position and play the
“pusher” or “distance-keeper” role. This implies that heterogeneous robots can exploit specialisation
to solve the role allocation problem in tasks where the information available to the robots is highly
symmetric.
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6 Discussion and conclusions
6.1 Computational issues
The goal of this paper was to analyse the potentialities of different genetic algorithms to lead to the emer-
gence of specialisation when needed, and at the same time capable of not forcing it if not advantageous.
To this purpose, the paper first proposed a taxonomy of different types of mechanisms that can be used
to implement specialisation in evolved robots controlled by neural networks. This taxonomy includes
specialisation based on body differences or controller differences, the latter ones being due either to
evolved behaviour or to learned behaviour. The taxonomy also includes turn taking (i.e., the capacity of
dynamically assuming a role within a group) as an important precursor of stable specialised behaviours.
The collective-robotics literature has proposed other taxonomies of multi-agent systems (e.g., [26]), also
specifically focussed on specialisation [30], but the one proposed here is new in that it is formulated with
a focus on controllers based on evolved neural networks: these have a specific importance for collective
robotics (cf. Section 1 and [14]) and are especially relevant for biology (see below).
Two tasks were used to pursue such goal: a light approaching task [7], which could be solved at best
with turn taking, and a coordinated motion task [65], which could be solved at best with specialisation.
The behaviours that could be evolved to solve these two tasks, based on either role taking or specialisation,
were investigated in depth. This investigation showed that the light approaching task could be solved
with four strategies and the collective motion task with two strategies. The knowledge of these strategies
allows an immediate recognition of the fact that a genetic algorithm has evolved a solution for the two
tasks based on either role taking or specialisation. Given this knowledge and the features of the two
tasks illustrated in the paper, the tasks themselves represent a useful tool to study the propensity of
genetic algorithms to evolve specialisation or generalist solutions.
The test of the genetic algorithms with these two tasks allowed us to understand that when role taking
or specialisation are needed, the algorithms succeed in producing them if they can solve two evolutionary
problems that we called the “differentiation-bias problem” and the “same-specialisation problem”. The
differentiation-bias problem refers to the difficulty of evolutionary algorithms to independently evolve
individuals playing identical or quasi-identical behavioural roles. The same-specialisation problem refers
to the fitness costs that genetic algorithms pay if they try to evolve individuals with complementary
specialisations and these individuals are grouped with other individuals having the same specialisation.
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At a more specific level, the four genetic algorithms considered here performed as follows with respect
to the two problems and hence with respect to the evolution of specialisation. A first algorithm, that used
as unit of selection groups of robots with identical controllers, was not capable of producing specialisation
but led to the development of very powerful role taking behaviours. In this case the difficulty of the
algorithm in producing specialisation is not due to the same-specialisation problem but rather to the fact
that, for its functioning, the algorithm cannot produce differentiated individuals. A second algorithm,
based on the selection of groups of robots with heterogeneous controllers, showed to be very powerful in
producing specialisation but failed to produce role taking when needed. This failure can be ascribed to
the differentiation-bias problem that prevents the algorithm from developing group members with the
same capabilities. Similarly, a third algorithm, which uses a different population of controllers for each
robot of the group, had a strong bias to produce specialisation even when not needed and this prevented
it from producing role taking.
A last genetic algorithm, based on only one population of controllers from which the controllers of
the groups were randomly drawn was the only algorithm, among those analysed here, that exhibited the
capacity to produce either role taking or specialisation depending on the task demand. This allowed
the algorithm to have a performance in the two tasks that was comparable to the performance of the
algorithms that were most suited for those tasks, namely the homogeneous or the heterogeneous group
selection algorithms. However, this happened only with the stable grouping condition as the temporary
grouping condition was affected by the same-specialisation problem and so failed to produce specialisation
when needed in one of the two tasks.
Interestingly, the analysis of the single population algorithm with stable grouping revealed the reasons
why it was not affected by either the differentiation-bias problem or the same-specialisation problem.
In this respect, the results of the tests indicated that: (a) when role taking was needed the algorithm
succeeded in overcoming the differentiation-bias problem by exploiting the genetic mechanism of repro-
duction so as to produce multiple copies of virtually-identical controllers; (b) when specialisation was
needed, the algorithm succeeded in overcoming the same-specialisation problem by exploiting the fact
that, although a specialised controller had indeed some chances of being grouped with a companion play-
ing the same role, nevertheless it also had a high chance of having at least some of its siblings grouped
with a companion playing a complementary role, so overall its genome could diffuse in the population.
Although this needs to be proved in future experiments, the single population algorithm with stable
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grouping is expected to scale to groups with a high number of individuals if the number of roles requested
by the task is relatively small with respect to the number of group members. The reason of this is that,
statistically, if the individuals of a group are randomly drawn from the entire population there are
high chances that the group is formed by individuals that cover all the needed roles (the larger the
group and the smaller the number of different needed roles, the higher this chance). Moreover, it is
also possible that the evolutionary pressure related to the fact that groups with suitable proportions
of individuals playing different roles get a higher fitness with respect to unbalanced groups tends to
produce the suitable proportion of individuals within the whole population. Indeed, if the individuals
with a certain specialisation are too abundant in the population they will tend (a) to be abundant in
some groups, (b) to lower the fitness of these unbalanced groups, (c) to have a relatively few offspring,
and so (d) to decrease in number within the whole population. On the contrary, if the individuals with a
certain specialisation are too scarce in the population, they will tend to obtain a higher fitness in groups
where they are relatively abundant in comparison to groups where they are not, and so they will tend to
reproduce a lot and to become the suitable number within the whole population. If confirmed in future
work, these features might render the algorithm particularly interesting.
6.2 Biological issues
We think that the results and the type of computational modelling presented here might give useful
hints to biology in relation to the effects of different features of evolutionary regimes on the emergence
of cooperation and specialisation. In this respect, the evolutionary regimes investigated here could
be roughly organised along an increasing degree of interdependency between the group individuals,
measurable in terms of degree of cooperation and specialisation between them. This might be relevant
to study with computational models the stages that lead to the emergence of more complex organisms
and more complex units of selection [49]. Notice that in what follows we assume that the evolutionary
regimes themselves evolve and follow the success or failure destiny of the species that rely upon them.
At a first stage, the single-population temporary-grouping might represent the standard evolutionary
condition where cooperation emerges rarely due to the free-riding problem [5] and the same-specialisation
problem illustrated here. In this case, cooperative tasks requiring roles can be exploited only on the basis
of role taking as the organisms needs to fully function individually. The stable grouping variant of this
single population regime might be an important first step that allows the evolution of a tighter collabo-
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ration within animal groups, and hence stable forms of specialisation, either physical or behavioural, as
it ameliorates the latter problems. This allows, for example, the formation of “demographic societies” of
animals [84] that carry out collaborative activities and manifest some specialisation, often based on indi-
vidual differences (e.g., as in cooperatively breeding birds [35], or some instances of cooperative hunting
[57], or cellular slime molds [46]. The “borderline” nature of this regime is indicated by one of the main
results of this research: it is the only regime that is capable of developing role taking or specialisation
depending on the ecological challenges and opportunities.
The multiple population regime with temporary grouping, and even more with stable grouping, repre-
sents an evolutionary regime with an even tighter interdependency between the individuals of the group
and has some correspondence to cooperative ectosymbionts and endosymbionts [1, 53]. This regime tends
to favour close collaboration and specialisation, and so eventually to lead to a full dependence between
the group members (obligate-symbiosis), as the same-specialisation problem is fully solved by having
different populations for different specialisations. Interestingly, in the biological literature endosybiosis
has been proposed to be a main drive of evolution as a means to leverage on “networking” instead of
“competition” [67, 82], and for example it might have led to the development of certain organelles of the
eukaryotic cells (e.g., mitochondria and chloroplasts).
The heterogeneous group selection (e.g., corresponding to multicelluar systems), generates even
tighter group dependencies where the unit of selection is now the group: the individual of the group
cannot survive individually, and the degree of specialisation within the group reaches its maximum level.
Note that this regime is not strongly related to symbiosis as it is difficult to see how the different DNA
of individuals of symbiosis might have become the unique DNA of multicellular organisms (indeed, an as
example consider how the genetic material of the mitochondria has remained rather distinct from that
of the cell nucleus). So this regime might have emerged as an extreme case of kin selection, physical
connection, and specialisation (slime molds might represent a good “transition example” of this? [46]).
The regime of homogeneous group selection, which might correspond to social insects, represents an
interesting variant with respect to the endosymbionts and multicellular systems, where the individuals
remain physically distinct and relatively autonomous (and this explains the fact that they often exploit
role taking) but nevertheless are highly dependent and form superorganisms with common or very similar
genomes selected as a whole [68].
Although these considerations are tentative and preliminary, we think they indicate how the research
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started here might reveal useful for the biological investigation of the evolution of specialisation in real
organisms and the role it might play in the emergence of more complex organisms, or more complex
societies of organisms, from simpler ones.
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